
 

WAMSS COMMITTEE MEETING REPORTS 
  

For the Committee Meeting to be on Zoom commencing at 6pm on 27th April 2020 
 
1.    Executive Report 

1.    President  
Hey team! Just a short (ish) update from me this time as it's sadly been a very uneventful 
month in terms of non-COVID things. Firstly I just want to say I hope that each and every one 
of you are doing okay, that you're staying busy and stimulated, and that you're staying 
connected with family and friends. I myself have had some boring and weird times in the 
last few weeks so just know you aren't alone! If you ever need anything feel free to pick up 
the phone and give me a call - I'm always free and happy to have a yarn. 
 
COVID Update: 
I've been making sure to keep you guys as updated as possible and where appropriate 
about any COVID related things that I'm involved in. As you all know, the Medical School is 
doing crazy amounts of work to ensure that are studies are impacted as minimally as 
possible and they are doing an amazing job of a bad situation. I'll try summarise some of the 
main develops and points here: 
 
1) Currently all MD2 and MD3 placements are suspended. This is now a directive that has 
come from WA Health that ALL non-final year student placements in WA Hospitals will be 
suspended until July 31st. At this stage they will be reviewed dependent on the state of the 
COVID situation. Final year students are still able to go to placement, and currently MD4 
students in ED, Internal Medicine and most selectives are continuing as normal. I know it is 
frustrating for MD2 and MD3 students to not have any placements at all for the immediate 
future but we are trying to do everything else we can to give you guys exciting learning 
opportunities and teaching.  
 
2) Medical Student Workforce: We had decent progress on this front over the last few 
weeks. In consultation with Brendan and Helen I emailed the executives of most of the big 
hospitals in Perth with a letter indicating our desire as medical students to help out with the 
COVID response in any way possible. This was based on the results of our survey where 
98.9% of respondents indicated they wanted to help. This letter made it's way to the office 
of the Chief Medical Officer of WA, who personally responded saying the roles of students 
in the workforce is still in development and this will be done in liaison with the Medical 
School. There weren't any concrete answers which is annoying, but I think it's impressive we 



 

got a personal response from him - it just goes to show what kind of influence and power 
we do have as a student society! 
 
3) Timetabling: As most of you will know by now, the Medical School has changed the 
structures of IMP1, 2 and 3 to reflect the lack of access to clinical placements. As it stands, 
the rotations have been shortened to power through the online learning and by the time we 
are finished with this hopefully clinical placements in hospitals are available again. 
Throughout this time we will be doing lots of online learning from resources which have 
been exhaustingly updated by the Medical School. However there is always room for 
improvements so if you think there are any large gaps in the online teaching please get in 
touch with myself or Lauren and we can feed this back to the Medical School. 
 
4) Assessments: The Medical School is aware that the COVID situation has a huge impact 
upon our learning ability and as such, they are currently hard at work trying to determine 
how are assessments will take place. This includes both in-term assessments and also the 
summative exams at the end of the year. Stay tuned for more info on this, hopefully we find 
out more information soon but rest assured we will have plenty of notice of changes and 
will have plenty of time to prepare. 
 
5) Core Curriculum Summaries: I'm sure you've all heard of this HUGE project that we have 
helped the Medical School launch over the next few weeks. It's so exciting and has the 
potential to develop into an incredible resource that will benefit UWA students for years to 
come. I want to say a HUGE thanks to everyone that has been spearheading this: Helen, Loz, 
Year Reps, SGR and the rest of exec. Amazing effort and I can't wait to see how it goes! If 
you're one of the MD3/4 tutors please make sure to get in touch with your group ASAP and 
really try hard to engage them and get them involved!  
 
6) Mental Health Survey: This is a project that is being led by Zaza, Helen and Lianne (woo 
go Lianne!) that will give us really interesting results. It's going to plot the impacts of COVID 
on the mental health of medical students over the next year. I actually think we're going to 
see some really interesting data about the impacts it has. I for one have taken up lots of my 
old hobbies and have had way more time for exercise and self-care. I hope everyone is 
taking this extra time to treat themselves as well! 
 
I'm sure there are plenty more bits and pieces I could write about COVID but I can't recall 
them right now - if there's anything else important I will say so at the meeting! 
 



 

● Marketing: Bravide have been working hard helping out Liv and her UCO team 
designing their new logo for WAMSS Connect! Hopefully at the meeting tonight we 
can maybe see some of the prototypes!! 

● Indigenous Rep: Have been in chats with Tamika about the possible ways we can still 
run events or advocate throughout COVID. Watch this space! 

● WMH: Lianne and her (amazing) team have done an incredible job already 
throughout COVID trying to help mental health where possible. The Yogo was a 
great (albeit physically destroying HAHA) way to start the day, and quarantea was a 
hit! I'm sure they have plenty of other ideas to get us through COVID. 

● International: Sherwin has done an amazing job in advocating for international 
students. He's been hounding AHPRA trying to get answers out of them and I'm sure 
he's close! Also, he sent a statement to the Australian Government and AMSA about 
the restriction on work hours for student VISAs which has subsequently been lifted - 
amazing! 

● Queer: Had our first meeting with our inaugural Queer Chairs! Exciting plans ahead, 
hopefully we manage to get some cool stuff out and about this year even with 
COVID. 

● AMSA: The girls have been doing great work in the advocacy space - unfortunately 
everything AMSA at the moment is consumed with COVID but what else is new! 

● WEEO: I have been a terrible exec liaison to Rudra and haven't paid her any attention 
at all IM SORRY RUDRA PLEASE FORGIVE ME I WILL BE SLIDING INTO YOUR DMS 
SOON!!!!  

● Foundation: Had the first meeting as well a few weeks ago where we got together 
and discussed everyones thoughts and ideas for 2020. Exciting plans and hopefully 
will make some progress soon!! Amazing job Erin and the team <3  

● IPP: I just want Harry to validate me! Miss you Harry - come back to us!!!! 
 

2.    Vice President Internal  
What an interesting month it has been. Thank you to all of our wonderful ED portfolio who 
has made my job just a little bit easier. I hope you are all keeping well and have been kept 
busy in one way or another.  
 
Current Major Issues 
1. COVID-19  
The last month has seen almost daily changes regarding the COVID response and the 
health department  



 

At the time of writing MD4 placements in ED, Palliative care, Internal Medicine and some 
selectives are ongoing. All other placements have been suspended, with notice from WA’s 
Chief Medical Officer that they will not be reviewed until July 31st 2020.  
 
Second hand reports from MD4 students that although placements are ongoing, there are 
other issues (e.g no patients on wards, being sent home) that make some placements less 
valuable than others. This is being organised at the discretion of each discipline coordinator 
and will be reviewed accordingly. Tentative placement plans have been finalised by IMP3, 
IMP2 and IMP1 with the aim of getting students the most opportunity for placements 
throughout the year. 
 
There has been some requests from students for the medicine faculty to consider 
assessment amendments for this year including opt-in ungraded pass/fail, formative 
examinations only. This has been communicated to the faculty by Ollie, and will be 
discussed in the MPC/Assessment/Faculty Coordination Meetings. Helen has mentioned 
that any changes implemented will need to be aligned with the national MECC committee 
guidelines, especially for final year students.  
 
I have stopped updating the FAQ document as it currently has low views and has become 
of less utility now things have calmed down.  
 
2. Core Curriculum Project 
So exciting that this has finally kicked off! Thank you to everyone from WAMSS that was 
involved. We are hopeful that this is going to be super useful for our MD2s through to MD4s 
for years to come.We ran the pilot groups last week with good feedback and areas for 
improvement. Thanks to everyone involved - Ollie Dearley, James Nguyen, Hannah 
Matthews, Alex Mehl, Francis Winfield, Katherine Middleton, Dev Gammanpila, Nicole 
Wong, Ayeesha Thevar, Tithi Kulkarni, Jasper Brooksbank, Kate Dowden, Stu Purdie, Britt 
Suann. 
 
3. Use of Examplify for written assessments  
It was highlighted by the recent MD1 examination that despite our best intentions, high level 
collusion still occurs in assessments. There is an inherent need for some form of 
examination proctoring. It is likely that Examplify is going to be used for the MD1 
examinations in Sem 1 and will be trialled for use in the end of year examinations. The 
question styles favourable to clinical examinations (e.g SAQ, EMQ, MEQ) are all able to be 
run through exemplify  
 



 

 
4. OSCEs and other assessments 
RCS this week is trialling an online format for their OSCE that will help determine the 
structure and format of 2020 OSCEs for MD4 students. The OSCE will be running in one 
shape or form and will not be scrapped. 
 
Portfolios  

1. Education Chair - Hardly any issues with Ed Chair this month, love working with her. 
All round great gal! Still waiting to hear about HE number resets (I guess not super 
relevant at this time) 

2. First-Year Reps - JT and Shanae have been a breeze this month. The main issue has 
been around the MD 1 Examination 2 which was held via LMS. Lot’s of cheating 
throughout the course and issues with marking via LMS. This has been sorted with 
Liam. Fostered a great sense of community with their online "Have a Whinge" that 
ran via zoom last week. 

3. Second Year Reps - Kate and Jasper have been the MVPs of the Ed Portfolio this 
month and have been super instrumental in getting the core curriculum project up 
and running. Some minor teething issues coming from the roll out of mainly online 
content in MD2 which has been sorted in timely fashion 

4. Third Year Reps- Well done on running some online Zoom events for your year 
group too! Dev and Nicole have been on top of everything and have been a dream 
team this last month. No major issues coming from MD3 

5. Final Year Reps - Katherine and Francis have done a fantastic job in the last month 
particularly all COVID issues considered. Everything is set for the Intern Application 
evening to run on the 20th of April. They have been kind enough to open the evening 
up to anyone interested from other unis too! Have organised a CV writing workshop 
to also be run this month. 

6. RCS Rep - Jasmine has been lovely and helpful, putting together and sending out an 
RCS FAQ document. All RCS placements have been suspended for 5 weeks and are 
to be reviewed in 2 weeks time. Students have been provided with the option to stay 
at their sites or return to Perth while teaching is offered in an online format. 

 
Meetings attended:  

● 24.03.20 - Core Curriculum Meeting 1 
● 26.03.20 - Core Curriculum Meeting 2 
● 26.03.20 - Exec Meeting 
● 28.03.20 - Meeting with Brendan regarding student involvement in workforce 
● 30.03.20 - Core Curriculum Meeting 3 



 

● 05.04.20 - Exec Meeting 
● 09.04.20 - Final Year committee meeting 
● 10.04.20 - Core Curriculum Pilot Review meeting 
● 14.04.20 - Core Curriculum Introduction 
● 14.04.20 - Exec Meeting 
● 15.04.20 - MD1 year rep catch up  
● 15.04.20 - Faculty Master Planning Committee Meeting 
● 15.04.20 - Faculty MD Coordination Group Meeting 
● 15.04.20 - Guild Education Council Meeting 
● 20.04.20 - Brendan, Helen and year rep meeting 

 
3.    Vice President External  

● Sad times for sponsorship given all the events we’ve had to cancel due to covid :( 
● Renegotiating things but lots of uncertainty for how long things will go on for- 

currently 
● Still updating sponsors on what’s happening on a frequent basis 
● MDOs are starting to get more keen to talk to final years given the potential COVID 

workforce which requires indemnity policies for students 
● If anyone has events they're moving online instead of cancelling, please make sure 

you're putting it in the wamss calendar so I can let sponsors know <3 
 
Portfolios: 

● SHMRC: Still pencilling in SHMRC for October, fingers crossed things get become 
clearer going forward, thanks for being so flexible team <3 

● Pubs: Thanks for the work with the guidebook, love your work <3 
● MD2 Orientation Reps: T&T are working on a plan for how we can go about an MD1 & 

MD2 camp next year :) 
● SGR: Awesome work for being the driving force behind the core curriculum project!  
● RedParty: Fingers crossed COVID's social distancing measures resolve sometime this 

year :/  
 

4.    Treasurer  
With all this COVID craziness at the moment, my role's actually been relatively quiet. All 
refunds, expense claims and invoices have been cleared as of 15/4, and there is very little 
foreseeable expenditure for the next few months.   
 
The one major bump in the road for the past month has been submitting the WAMSS 
Business Account Statement (BAS). To cut a long story short, the method for submitting BAS 



 

changed this year and in order to gain access, I've had to get in contact with the Exec who 
were last registered with our ABN (back in 2016). Bit of a mess around but not like there's 
much else to do in iso. The last big piece of news from my week (and should be on EVERY 
committee member's radar) is the release of WAMSS Social's Quaranquiz!!! Make sure to 
get around it!! Here is my portfolio update: 

● Med dinner - no update, planning ahead while event still tentative 
● Social - Quaranquiz event active and coming soon 
● IH - been a bit quiet for the IH subcomms. TBH scrub order delayed due to 

international trade restrictions. IIMC donations paid and receipts received - very 
needed in this difficult time.  

● Academic - special shout out to Ayeesha and Tithi for all of their work they've put 
into the core curriculum summaries! 

● MD1 Orientation - no updates 
 
5.    Secretary  

Life has been fairly calm at the moment, especially considering the iso effect on WAMSS 
events. However, I’m continuing to keep on top of emails and am starting to plan ahead with 
awards and 2021 elections just to make life easier for the future! Thank you to everyone for 
continuing to advocate for the MD community and continuing their roles online.  

● UCO - gun and the rebranding is heating up! Looking at a new tag line, hype video 
and new associate members bulletin 

● Sports - new event idea, likely to go viral 
● Website - quiet updates but less to be done with less events 
● Comms - posts in the works! :)  
● Allied Health - my heart breaks every time I think of this 

 
2.    Education Report 

1.    Education Chair  
● HE numbers are still being sorted by UWA and the health department. Obviously not 

as big an issue due to COVID and placement cancellations  
● Will submit the second quarter ones at the end of April  

 
2.    Year 1 Representatives  

● Student survey regarding exam 2 and online learning 
● MD1 casual catch up on zoom, rant sesh 
● Organising MD1 pictionary  
● MD1 experiences video currently in the making 
● MD1 mental health initiatives: meditation tips, learning to learn, acts of kindness 



 

● Organising groups for the WAMSS Social Quaranquiz 
3.    Year 2 Representatives  

Organising Core Curriculum Summaries (which is finally going!) 
 

4.    Year 3 Representatives  
Postponed cocktail night. Online teaching is happening as per usual. Nothing else to report.  
 

5.    RCS Representative  
● Currently RCS students have been withdrawn from placements for 5 weeks, and 

faculty will reassess after that period (May 1st).  
● As our assessments are not discipline based, but longitudinal across all rotations, we 

have a bit more flexibility to potentially return to clinical placements earlier than 
UWAs 'plan A' for August (fingers crossed!).  

● Trialing how an online fOSCE via zoom will run (planned for late April). 
● All of our long case assessment due dates have remained unchanged, but with a 

transition to virtual online patients. 
● Working with faculty to help develop online learning resources, and a student 

wellbeing survey.  
 

6.   Year 4 Representative  
● Internship Application Seminar Monday 20th April via Zoom 
● Internship Application and CV Writing WorkshopTuesday 28th April 
● Ongoing Final Year Jumper design process  
● Providing feedback to 4th Year Committee on redesigned placement structure, 

starts 20th April 
 

7.    International Officer  
Awaiting statement from DoHA to lift the 40h/2wk work restriction. 
 
3.    AMSA Report 

1.    AMSA Representative  
Vampire Cup mostly  
 

2.    AMSA Junior Representative  
No report 
 
4.    Social Portfolio Report 

1.    Social Representatives  



 

Planning quaranquiz!!!!! 
2.    Medical Dinner Representatives  

● DJ is happy for us to confirm payment once we know our event is going ahead. 
● Trying to negotiate photographers who take quality photos at a good rate who is 

willing to refund us if we have to cancel. 
● The Westin have been a bit slow at replying to our emails for a (virtual) meeting. 

 
3.    Allied Health Representatives  

No report 
 

4.    MD1 Orientation Events Coordinators  
Nothing to report 
 

5.    MD2 Orientation Events Coordinators  
No report 
 
5.    Sports Portfolio Report  

1.    Sports Representatives  
We are currently working out a Sports TikTok competition that will likely involve trick 
shots/skills and hopefully we'll be able to offer some sort of prize for the winner. Very early 
stages - giving ourselves a uni free week next week then will be onto it! :) 
 
6.   Communications Portfolio 

1.    Communications Chair  
● WAMSS Facebook and Insta have shared the posts that our fearless leader Ollie 

suggested/created which were well-received and pretty widely shared!  
● Collaboration with WMH going well - more content to come that we'll share for 

them!  
● WAMSS COVID Comms chat group has been created - we are gaining momentum 

on the suggestions raised there  
● Still to contact AMA WA about collaborating for communications targeted at young 

people, which we should hopefully have done by the time the next Committee 
meeting comes along (will update you all then if this is the case) 

● Reminder to please let keep letting us know if there's content your portfolio would 
us to share, or if you've come across a post/infographic/a general idea that you'd 
like WAMSS to share. Doesn't matter if you're in the COVID Comms chat or not - any 
ideas are welcome!  

 



 

2.    Publications Chair  
No report 

3.    Marketing Officers  
Isolating, keeping the merch safe in these troubled times. Also helping UCO with WAMSS 
connect initiative. 
 

4.    Website & IT Officer 
Quiet month since there's no events :( 

● Searching for good photos to update website 
● Updates to Student Help sections (thanks Lianne!) 

 
7.    Academics Portfolio 

1.    Student Grand Rounds Coordinators  
Core Curriculum Summaries Project 

● working with steering group to get things up and running  
● test groups went well  
● things started going on 15/4 
● sussing from here how it all is  

 
Intern Teaching 

● have had some expressions of interest from interns regarding running tutorials for 
med students, also have a number of keen MD4s want to run tutes  

● will ask about it later  
 

2.    Academic Events Coordinators  
Waiting for OSCE plans from faculty  
 

3.    SHMRC Convenor  
Deciding on logo for 2020 SHMRC (Russell, our Marketing and Publications officer, drew up 
a few designs). Considering running SHMRC in October if possible. Other than that not a 
whole lot is happening because our workshops etc. have been cancelled due to COVID-19. 
 
8.   Non-portfolio bound 

1.    Interhealth Chairs  
It’s a short one from Dimy!  
It’s been an understandably quiet month for Interhealth. Projects such as Code Green and 
Crossing Borders have been doing some great advocacy and education work via their social 



 

media platforms, while projects that rely more heavily on events have ceased activity. But 
on the bright side, we finally got the Interhealth T-shirts delivered! 
 
Jamie and James <3 along with their new subcomm members did an amazing job 
coordinating UWA CB4H’s participation in the AMSA Crossing Borders Virtual Palm Sunday 
Rally. It was a huge success with a strong UWA presence amongst the hundreds of medical 
students around Australia marching for refugee and asylum seeker rights.  
 
We’re having a meeting with the rest of the IH committee at the end of this month to see 
what they’ve been up to and to discuss the direction their projects might take in the latter 
half of the year.  
 

2.    Red Party Chairs  
Not much, we're putting planning on hold til late May, where we may have an idea about 
things reopening 
 

3.    Indigenous Chair  
No report 
 

4.    WAMSS Mental Health Chairs  
In these COVID times, WMH is working to support students through events and 
information/resources on protecting their mental health in this time. 
 
EVENTS 

● Yoga: ~23 attendees. So sad to have had placement during this :'( but have heard 
great feedback. Some have asked for it to be run on a regular basis, however, we do 
not have the funds to run this weekly. The instructor who did the session has a 
YouTube channel, and there are also lots of other work outs that people can find 
online. Thanks to Claire Breidahl for organising this event! 

● Quaran-tea-ne: ~15 attendants. With thanks to OCM Cynthia Carvalho who helped 
run the event and thanks to all who came along to share a warm beverage and some 
chats! 

● [Upcoming] Random Acts of Kindness: Sign up to be matched up with another 
student to do random acts of kindness for. Thank you to Frank for sending the idea 
through and to Alex Brown and Emily Wishart who have been the drivers in working 
out the logistics for this event. 



 

● [Upcoming] Weekly Meditation: For beginners looking to start and for any seasoned 
meditators that want to do it with some company. With thanks to JT Yeung for 
offering to run them for his fellow students and sharing his passion for meditation. 

 
 
SOCIAL MEDIA CAMPAIGNS 

● Instagram: We made a lil Instagram story template for people to share what they've 
been up to, what they are looking forward to, what they are grateful for, in the aims 
of having a low-barrier, chill way for people to promote social connection, having 
hope, gratitude. Around ~10 people reposted it, prompting reflection on how we 
might better promote initiatives. Thanks to Fiona Iwansantoso for putting the 
template together 

● Facebook: weekly informational posts on the WMH page, put together by Julian 
Atlas and Claire Breidahl 

 
INFORMATION/RESOURCES 

● "I need help!" section has been updated! Thank you to www.jono.pang for helping 
work out how the website works. At the moment, all the mental health information is 
all on one page - it lists all the med-student specific sources of support with a brief 
description of each. Thanks to Fiona for helping update the links.  

● COVID "I need help!" section: Moving from 'Keeping Well' to 'Supporting those 
seeking help', we are working on a new help portal, similar to the current' I need help 
but with COVID specific issues eg I can't stand being in my house any longer!!! or I sit 
at my desk all day but nothing seems to go in. The aim is for this to be released early 
May. Thanks to Emily, Alex and Ollie for their help in writing the content. 

● The Ongoing Impacts of COVID on Medical Student Wellbeing survey closes 
tomorrow night at time of writing. Thanks to everyone for filling it in and for 
encouraging your friends to do so too! We are doing the preliminary analysis of the 
data next week and if we're super ambitious, maybe we'll be able to move to 
responding to the data by the time of the meeting? Let's see how we go...! A privilege 
to be working with Ollie on this, together with Zaza Lyons and Helen Wilcox. 

 
On the topic of how we go, how ARE we all going? When meeting in person, we have more 
opportunity to see each others and to notice any change in behaviours that might lead to 
conversations to check in with how the other is going. Now it is much harder - you are the 
best judge of how you are going. If you're finding it hard to cope, you are not alone, please 
reach out and talk to someone! My inbox is always open :) If you're looking for professional 
support, check out the I need help! page for some places to begin. If you feel like a burden, 



 

imagine if the situation was reversed; I'm sure you would be more than happy for someone 
to message you to chat. Let's all look after each other in this time :) <3 
 
 
 

5.    Undergraduate Communications Officer  
Have been working on our WAMSS Connect rebrand with the subcommittee and marketing 
officers. Will also have to contact Jono for website and IT rebranding. Hoping to have this 
rolled out ASAP so we can start our online events with the new branding. 
 

6.   WAMSS Electives & Exchanges Officer  
Deciding on the Alan Charter’s photography event 
 

7.    Foundation   
We had our first subcommittee meeting this month over Zoom, which was exciting. Ollie 
came along and offered some of his presidential wisdom <3 Everyone's projects are 
underway, and everyone is being absolute legends at adapting goals and timelines for the 
year given #covid19. We also chatted about how long term foundation projects such as 
Census might need to be altered to fit in with the current situation, and how this might 
impact long term data tracking and analysis. 
 
I'm aiming to catch up with each of the project teams over the next 2-3 weeks to see how 
everything is going, and to see what else we can potentially achieve given the 
circumstances. I've also been experiencing a love/hate relationship with the weather here 
in Hedland over the last month, with average max in the high 30s, but humidity of 10000%, 
so we'll see how much I'm loving it by the time this meeting happens.  
 

8.   Queer Chairs 
We’ve now had our induction with Ollie and will be exploring what our aims will be in 
establishing the Queer Chair role. 
 
We're looking at the types of events we could hold as we are as limited as the rest of the 
committee, but our current ideas were looking at either holding a movie screening and/or a 
“You can’t ask that” style panel where we would aim to get involvement from Queer 
identifying doctors.  
 



 

We’ve also put our pronouns in our WAMSS email signatures and we would invite you to 
consider doing the same. The addition of pronouns in your email signature can help 
minimise misgendering and also promotes an inclusive environment. 
 
We’d also like to thank the communication chairs for sharing the AMSA post for 
Transgender day of Visibility 🌈 


